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Abstract

Several protocols and algorithms are used for energy
efficient routing in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs).
These protocols enable not only to reduce communication
latency in these networks but also to maximize the
network lifetime that is directly related to energy sensors
due to the constraint of the batteries. Some of these
protocols use clustering or avoiding holes to reach this
goal. We have proposed, in this paper, a new hybrid
algorithm based on clustering and convolution filters for
efficient routing in terms of energy. For this reason, we
present the network as a grayscale image. Our algorithm
happens in two steps, each of these steps uses a different
convolution filter. One kernel filter is used to determine
the nodes that participate in the routing by using the mean
filter. Another kernel is to pass packets from a source to
the destination by using the gradient to select the routes
over the most efficient battery.

Keywords - wireless sensor network, energy efficient
routing, clustering, matrix convolution, kernel filter.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, wireless communications have
emerged enabling users an access to information and
electronic services regardless of their geographical
positions. New applications of these technologies appear
constantly. They have attracted great interest among
individuals, businesses and industry.

One of these wireless communications is the Wireless
sensor networks which are considered as a specific type of
ad hoc network [1]. Indeed, the WSN share with MANET
(Mobile Ad hoc Networks) several properties, such as the
lack of infrastructure and wireless communications. But
one of the key differences between the two architectures is
the scope.

Wireless sensor networks are composed by a set of
embedded processing units, called nodes, communicating
via wireless links.

The goal of a WSN is to collect a set of environmental
parameters surrounding nodes, such as temperature or
pressure of the atmosphere in order to transport them to the
point of treatment.

Unfortunately, the WSN are not a perfect solution,
because of their low cost and their deployment in hostile
areas, the sensors are quite fragile and vulnerable to
various forms of failure: breakdown, non-rechargeable
batteries... etc.

As sensor nodes are equipped with limited battery
energy, it is also necessary to minimize their energy
efficiency. The factor "energy" is at the center of the
research around the sensor networks. This energy is
mainly due to the air interface.

A sensor, often has limited energy and battery
replacement is impossible. This means that the lifetime of
a sensor depends greatly on the life of the battery. In a
sensor network (multi-jumps) each node collects data and
sends / transmits values. The failure of some nodes
requires a change of network topology and the re-routing
of packets. All these operations consume energy and
therefore the current research focuses primarily on ways to
reduce consumption.

The routing protocols for WSN have been widely
studied, and various studies have been published. These
protocols should be able to choose paths to route packets
based on the actual condition of the network by increasing
its lifetime and reducing the convergence time.

Clustering is one of the major approaches to treat the
structure of a wireless sensor networks. It allows the
formation of a virtual backbone that improves the use of
limited resources such as bandwidth and energy.
Furthermore, clustering helps to achieve multiplexing
between different clusters. In addition, it improves the
performance of routing algorithms. Several protocols use
this preventive approach.
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In a context of mobility and economy of node energy
resources, self-configuring network is a problem in sensor
networks. To preserve the battery of a node, it is necessary
that its radio transmitters switch off as often as possible
transition. Then, the problem of the synchronization of the
nodes and the distribution waking periods appears. MAC
layer is a solution that allows nodes to have sleep phases,
without affecting communication. Several solutions at the
MAC layer have been proposed to save energy. The role of
MAC protocols is to organize the medium access between
nodes wishing to communicate and to allow proper
coordination between the nodes to share access to the
medium but also to minimize node energy dissipation.

In this paper, we present an algorithm to improve and
to complete our previous work in [2] and [3]. In this
algorithm, we present the wireless sensor network as a
grayscale image to achieve energy efficient routing. The
pixels in this image represent the nodes in the WSN. We
cut the image into sub-units or areas around a central node
to determine the energy distribution in an area around this
node. White regions in this image represent regions of the
network that have sensors with a full battery. Unlike black
regions which have nodes with empty batteries. We have
used matrices and products of convolution in this
algorithm using two filters. These two filters are used in
the techniques of image processing; the first (the mean
filter) is effective in identifying the nodes that will
participate in the routing system. The second is to perform
the routing of packets through the routes which have more
energy efficiency (through the nodes that have the greatest
capacity).

In section 2, we present a reminder of our previous
work. Energy sector is explained in section 3. The Sections
4 and 5 describe our proposal. Results are presented in
section 5. These are tested by the simulator OMNET++.

2. RELATED WORK

Several protocols have been proposed to conserve
energy in WSNs. Scheduling protocols are one of these
protocols, they are efficient in energy use because they
avoid collisions and overhearing. They do not allow peer-
to-peer communication and generally require cluster
nodes. The inter-cluster communication is achieved by the
two approaches: TDMA and FDMA [4].

Others, such as SMACS (Self-organizing Medium
Access Control for Sensor Networks) proposed by
Sohrabi and Pottie [5], which is a MAC protocol
combining TDMA and FDMA in which the neighboring
nodes randomly choose a slot and a frequency defining
link.

Several solutions at the MAC layer have been
proposed [4, 5, 6]. This layer allows nodes to have
sleeping phases. For the MAC layer, two topologies are
supported by the 802.15.4 protocol, the star topology and

the peer to peer topology. In the star topology,
communications are established directly between the
central node (coordinator) and the sensors. The coordinator
is the node that initiates and manages the network
communications. The topology peer to peer allows each
network node to communicate with any other node.

S-MAC (Sensor MAC) [7] is a similar protocol than
802.11. It uses the medium access CSMA / CA RTS / CTS
(Request-To-Send, Clear-To-Send) that avoids collisions
and hidden node problem [8]. The protocol establishes a
mechanism for a standby distribution to each node in order
to reduce energy consumption and extend its life. Each
node should coordinate and exchange information with its
neighbors to choose its own "sleep / active" cycle.

Other types of energy efficient routing protocol in
WSNs have been created as the hierarchical protocols with
clustering, cluster-head, aggregation and data fusion to
reduce the total energy of the network by limiting
communications between nodes. Consequently, the routing
is done between clusters and not between nodes [9, 10,
11].

In [12, 13], protocols have been deployed to maximize
the lifetime of the network by avoiding regions with less
battery to choose the route that passes through the regions
with high battery capacity.

As mentioned above, this paper is an improvement of
our previous work in [1] and [2].

In [1] and [2], we used an image processing algorithm
to get information about energy repartition in the network.
To do this, we represented the network energy capacity by
a grayscale image. The pixel with coordinates X, Y
represents the sensors located at X, Y and the gray level is
defined by the energy capacity C of this sensor. Any
sensor with a full battery is represented by a white pixel,
and the sensor with an empty battery is referred to by a
black pixel. In this representation, the adaptive algorithm
routes packets to the light part of the image to preserve the
battery capacity.

An adaptive routing algorithm based on image
processing algorithm is represented in [1]. It utilized the
gradient to select an energy efficient path. In this
algorithm, we obtained the energy gradient in an image by
the convolution product computed by the Sobel algorithm
which will be detailed in Section 4.

In [2], we used the convolution matrix and clustering
to choose the more economical energy path to minimize
energy consumption in the entire network.

3. NETWORK MODEL AND POWER MODEL

Before presenting our algorithm, we must mention that
we work in a sensor network that has a limited capacity C.
The sensors are often in isolated locations, and in some
application domains, it is almost impossible to replace
their batteries. So, we must conserve their capacities
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because the failure of a sensor could cutoff
communications in the entire network. This capacity must
be used effectively to extend the network lifetime. These
sensors communicate with each other through wireless
links in which packets go in one direction or in an
alternative direction but not simultaneously. This type of
connection provides a bidirectional link using the full
capacity of the network. Each node is capable of receiving
and transmitting packets to a particular node chosen by the
administrator called CH (Cluster-Head) who will
coordinate the nodes. These packets are transmitted as
UDP messages.

Energy is consumed primarily by reception and
transmission operations [2, 3], which is used the following
energy model:

E(t+ Δt) = E(t) - Etran * Δttran – Erecv * Δtrecv

– Eidle * Δt idle – Esleep * Δtsleep (2)
Δt = Δt tran+ Δt recv+ Δt Eidle + Δt sleep (3)

Etran, Erecv denote energy consumption for transmission
and reception.

Eidle, idle energy, refers to the energy spent in idle
mode.
Esleep denotes energy expenditure in sleep mode.
Δt tran , Δt recv denote the time of transmission, reception
energy.
Δt Eidle denotes the time of energy spent in idle mode.
Δt sleep denotes the time of energy spent in sleep mode.

4. ENERGY SECTORS AND ASSOCIATED MATRIX

After representing a wireless sensor network as a
grayscale image, we can cut the neighborhood of a node
into sectors in order to compare the energy of this node
relative to its neighbors. We cut the region around a pixel
(sensor) in eight or in twenty-four sectors as shown in
Figures 1.

Figure 1. Energy sector

The goal of this representation is to know the
distribution of energy in the network [14, 15]. We can see
that the network as an image with white and black areas.

Consequently, we represent the wireless sensor network
like a map of pixels. Each pixel is identified by both an x
and a y coordinate as shown in Figure2. In the context of
digital images, we can use a grid of rows and columns in
which is reserved a place to store the value of each pixel of
the image. In mathematics this type of chart is called a
matrix.

Figure 2. Pixel’s image

In our case, the value related to the brightness of a
pixel represents the energy capacity of a node. Hence, each
sector will have the mean energy used to create the energy
matrix M. This matrix will be used to calculate the product
convolution [16].

5. MATRIX CONVOLUTION

A convolution is a mathematical operation which is
used to multiply matrices together. In our case, we
multiply two matrices:

The first is the image matrix that represents the energy
values of nodes around a central node (energy matrix).

The second is a matrix called the kernel, noted as K.
This matrix is the "heart" of all the changes that will affect
the image. The kernel will act on each pixel, i.e. on each
element of the matrix image [17].

The kernel is composed by the square matrix [k] of 3x3
elements. We apply a convolution filter to multiply each
pixel of the image matrix M by the kernel [k]. To calculate
the value of a pixel (x, y) of the image matrix, we multiply
its value by the pixel central kernel K (2.2) shown in the
Figure 3 and summing up the product value of adjacent
pixels.
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Figure 3. Kernel matrix

Then the convolution product of two n+1×p+1 matrix
K and M is defined by the formula:
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To perform the convolution product of two functions
we take an average of these two functions. It is widely
used in mathematics to approximate and stabilize
functions.

6. KERNEL MATRIX

This work will proceed in two phases and each phase
uses a different filter to find the most economical energy
path from the source to the destination. The two kernels
used are:

6.1 1D : 1 kernel matrix K (mean filter)

As shown in Figure1, we have eight energy sectors. In
our proposal, we will use the following kernel matrix:
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In this way, we will use the mean filter that is simple,
intuitive and easy to implement for smoothing images.
This filter represents the shape and size of the
neighborhood to be sampled when calculating the mean. It
replaces each pixel by the average values of adjacent
pixels and the central pixel. Therefore, it smoothes the
signal and the filter works as a low-pass one. This filter
enables any sensor of the network to take an average
across its neighborhood. In this configuration, the central
node will contribute for half weight compared to the eight
surrounding regions. Doing this, a high energy capacity
central node will be chosen to forward the packets, even if
it is located in a poor energy region.

6.2 2D: 2 kernel matrices Kx,Ky (Sobel)

In our routing, after selecting the active nodes, we have
to select the most economical energy routes. In this step
we use the following matrices:
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These matrices are used by the algorithm of Sobel [18]
to obtain the gradient in grayscale image. The Sobel filter
uses two 3x3 kernels, one for the horizontal axis (X) and
the other for the vertical (Y). Each core is a gradient filter,
which is them combined to create the final image.

The energy gradient Gi,j = (Gx,Gy) at sensor i, j used by
Sobel, it is obtained by the following equations:

Gx = Mi,j * Kx (4)

Gy = Mi,j * Ky (5)

Where Mi,j is a 3 × 3 sub matrix of the grayscale image
that represents the sensors energy capacities.

In the Sobel algorithm Gi,j represents the gradient of
gray intensity at pixel i, j. This intensity is related to the
battery capacity of sensor i, j by definition.

The norm of the gradient is given by:
22
yx GGG  (6)

and the direction of the gradient is given by:
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The product of multiplying matrix M by matrices Kx,
Ky on the two axes x and y is then:

 On the x-axis shown in Figure.4:
Gx = Mi,j * Kx

= *

= S7+2S8+S1-S3-2S4-S5 (8)
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Figure 4. Gradient direction x

We can notice that the direction of the gradient on the
x-axis is influenced by six values including three positive
values (S7, 2S8, S1) and three negative (-S3, -2S4, -S5). The
central energy sector on each side (S8 and S4) is the double
of the energy of its neighboring areas.

 On the y-axis shown in Figure.5:
Gy = Mi,j * Ky

= *

= S5+2S6+S7-S1-2S2-S3 (9)

Figure 5. Gradient direction y

We can notice that the direction of the gradient on the
y-axis is influenced by six values including three positive
values (S5, 2S6, S7) and three negative (-S1, -2S2, -S3). And
the central energy sector to each side (S6 and S2) is the
double of the energy of its surrounding areas.

These two kernels will be used in the algorithm that we
will explain in the next section.

7. HYBRID ALGORITHM

The failure of a sensor can have serious consequences
on the total life of the network, so it is necessary to involve
only the nodes that have a capacity greater than a certain
threshold (called ET). The sensors that do not participate

in routing will be dormant for the period of pending
instructions from HC to wake up and participate in routing.

7.1 Parameters of our algorithm

 Xi, Yi: positions of sensors Ni.
 CH: Cluster-Head.
 BC: Battery capacities.
 ET: Energy Threshold, if sensor's battery is less

than this value, the forwarding packets over UDP
will not happen.

 SEID: Sending Energy Information Delay, the
delay between two information packets.

 T: Time of energy packet sent (current time – last
time).

 T sleep: sleep time.
 R: Range, for energy sectors.
 K: Kernel matrix.
 M: Energy matrix of Ni.
 ERP: Energy Routing Parameter: K*M, the

average energy around the node.

This work will proceed in three phases in order to find
the most economical energy path from source to
destination.

7.2 Energy Routing Algorithm steps

7.2.1 Exchange energy information and
convolution computations

1. Sending energy information:
If (BCi change) then
If (T > SEID) and node is sleeping
Then send (BCi and Xi, Yi) over UDP to CH.

2. Convolution computations (running on CH):
a) Obtain energy information from Ni.
b) update energy table :

 IP address of Ni

 Xi, Yi

 BCi

c) Compute:
 Compute energy matrix: M of Ni

 ERPi =K*Msi

 Gxi , Gyi

d) Send ERP to all sensors over UDP.

7.2.2 Waking state and sleeping state

3. On each sensor: routing packet and IP routing
process:

For each sensor, get ERP, Gxi ,Gyi over
UDP.

If (ERP < ET)
Then sleep during t sleep

And if (sent packet is not a control packet)
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Then sensor is set in standby mode
4. Sensor wake-up during time t sleep then it request a

new K*M value
If (k*M> ET) then end standby mode

7.2.3 Routing packets

5. Compute vector V=(Kx*M-Sx,Ky*M-Sy) at sensor
(Sx,Sy)

6. Compute cos α=cos (V,G) where G is next-hop
vector and

 
yxyx

yxyx

yxyx
GV

GV
GVCOS

,,

,,

,, , 












 (10)

7. Compute the minimums values of cos α.
8. Select the path with the maximal of the minimums

values of cos α.
The two following charts represent our algorithm:

Figure 6. Running on Ni

Figure 7. Running on CH

Therefore, we can resume the previous three phases of
this algorithm as:

1D is used to obtain the energy information of each
node by the C-Hs.
2D is used to obtain the direction of the gradient
indicating the searched route through which passes the
packets.

8. SIMULATION

Our work is done in a sensor network which has the
topology shown in figure 8 where N1 is the source, N3, N4
are the gateways and N0 is the destination.

Figure 8. Network topology

Results shown in the tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 represent
the average of twenty simulation runs performed by the
simulator OMNET++ that had been modified by
implementing the two kernels (Sobel and mean filter) [18,
19]. We have used the device Nano WiReach as a model
that acts as a bridge to connect serial devices to 802.11b/g
Wireless LANs [20]. Its power Consumption: 250mA in
transmission, 190 mA in reception (typical), 8 mA in sleep
and 8 mA for idle.
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We have used the AODV routing protocol. Control
packets that have a size of 512 Bytes are sent using UDP
protocol. Node N1 sends packets as a burst of a frequency
of 0.01s with a sleep delay of: 0, 50, 100 and 150s. Initial
values of energy given to N0, N1, N3, and N4 in our
simulations are respectively: 40mA, 20mA, 2mA, and
10mA, where N0 is the CH in our configuration. The
energy threshold has the values: 0mA, 1mA, 2mA, 3mA,
4mA and 5 mA. Total simulation time is 1000 seconds.

The following three tables 1, 2 and 3 indicate the
simulation results for the number of sent packets.

Table 1: Packet sent number with ET of 0 and 1

Table 2: Packet sent number with ET of 2 and 3

Table 3: Packet sent number with ET of 4 and 5

In the three tables above, we see that there are a few
packets sent by the node N0 as it is the destination. In
Table 3, at a threshold of 4 and 5, we note that the number
of packets that take the route between the source and the
destination by both gateways (N3 and N4) tends to zero
when the threshold is greater or equal to 4. In other words,
the communication will be interrupted. We will focus on
routing with a threshold below 4. At threshold between 2

and 3, energy has been saved because the number of
packets sent by N4 decreases as shown in figure 9 and 10.

Figure 9. Packet sent number with ET of 2

Figure 10. Packet sent number with ET of 3

The following tables represent the percentage of
remaining energy in the network nodes; we note that the
energy value remaining in N3 is zero because its initial
value is proximate to the threshold and total simulation
time is 1000s. Consequently, we will concentrate on the
other gateway (node N4).

Table 4: Energy Left with ET of 0 and 1
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Table 5: Energy Left with ET of 2 and 3

Table 6: Energy Left with ET of 4 and 5

In tables 4 and 5, we see that with a T sleep equal to 0
and a threshold between 0 and 3, the node N4 loses its
energy. On the other hand, it retains its energy if the
threshold is greater or equal to 4 as shown in tables 3 and

6, because it does not send packets (except control
packets).

At a T sleep of 50s and at a threshold of 1, node N4 has
used 70% of its energy. At a threshold of 2 it has only used
40% and at a threshold of 3 or 4 or 5 it has used 24% of its
capacity. That means, we have saved 30% of energy in
combination (T sleep = 50, ET = 2) as shown in Figure 11
and 12.

Figure 11. Energy left with ET of 2

Figure 12. Energy left with ET of 3

At a T sleep of 100s and at a threshold of 1, node N4 has
used 55% of its energy. At a threshold of 2 it has only used
40% and at a threshold of 3 or 4 or 5 it has used 24% of its
capacity. That means, we have saved 15% of energy in
combination (T sleep = 100, ET = 2).

If we increase the T sleep to 150s. At a threshold of 0,
node N4 has used 64% of its energy. At a threshold of 2 it
has only used 40% and at a threshold of 3 or 4 or 5 it has
used 24% of its capacity. But the number of packets
forwarded by N4 decreases dramatically. If we continue to
increase the threshold, the node stops to relay packets as
shown in figure 13.
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Figure 13. Energy left with ET of 0

Concerning energy consumption over time, it is clear
that if we increase the sleep time, we save more energy as

shown in Figures 14 and 15, which show the energy
change of node N3 during the simulation time of 1000s.

Figure 14. Energy Consumption of N3 with ET of 2

At a threshold of 2mA and a simulation time of 1000s,
we remark that the node N3 stops transmitting and it is
exhausted;

BCi= 0 after 672 seconds when Tsleep = 0
BCi= 0 after 739 seconds when Tsleep = 50
BCi= 0 after 882 seconds when Tsleep = 100
BCi= 0 after 823 seconds when Tsleep = 150
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Figure 15. Energy Consumption of N3 with ET of 3

On the other side, at a threshold of 3mA;
BCi= 0 after 598 seconds when Tsleep = 0
BCi= 0 after 836 seconds when Tsleep = 50
BCi= 0 after 810 seconds when Tsleep = 100
BCi= 0 after 897 seconds when Tsleep = 150

Looking at the slope of the curve in Figures 14 and 15,
we note that, the greater the sleep delay, the more the slope
of curve is low (the less the node consumes its energy).

Our main objective is to extend lifetime. In the
following graphs, which show the energy change of node
N4 during the simulation time of 1000 seconds, we note
that if we increase the sleep time to 150 and if we increase
the energy threshold from 0 to 3, we achieve the best
results as is shown in the following figures:

Figure 16. Energy Consumption of N4 with ET of 2
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Figure 17. Energy Consumption of N4 with ET of 3

Consequently, we found that the best results are
obtained with a T sleep of 50 and a threshold between 1 and
2, because we have saved 30% of energy.

Moreover, these results show the good performance of
our algorithm because we have extended the lifetime of the
node N4.

9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a new idea was created by treating the
wireless sensor network as an image. This image consists
of regions containing nodes. Our algorithm cuts the region
around the central node into eight sectors. Each sector will
have a value of energy used to create an energy matrix (3 ×
3). We can use this matrix in the convolution. This
parameter is used in the proposed routing algorithm to
choose the path that passes through the nodes of a high
capacity battery.

This algorithm is based on energy efficient routing. It
also uses clustering in which all calculations are done by
the CH which has CPU power, memory resources and
energy capacity more important than other nodes. In
addition, nodes that do not participate in routing are
instantly dormant in order to conserve energy. They wake
up after a fixed period to either participate in routing or
remain dormant.

We have developed some components of the network
simulator OMNET + + to adapt our algorithm

We have successfully saved the energy of nodes, i.e.
we have retained 30% of the energy of N4. Consequently,

we have maximized the total network lifetime.
In future work, other techniques of image processing,

such as edge detection, to avoid the holes (empty regions
where there are no sensors or there's not enough of
energy). We can also use other filters to reduce the number
of control messages.
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